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INSTRUCTIONS

:: Using death strike hair/beard/eyebrows ::
Just like the female version, the male version of death strike also features hair! Only

this set has a little bit extra in it, as it also boasts a braided beard and messy brows fit
for a warlord. There is a wearable preset included that will load all three at once (or

you can load the items as you want)

this hair was designed to go with the male death strike outfit, and will work with the
helm of that set perfectly. The poses included with the outfit also work with the hair,

and pose it (they, however will not pose the beard, as I recommend that be removed if
using the helmet... it won't show anyway) The beard was not designed to pose/work
with the helm in the outfit set, but you can make it work with it by using the fit to

beard morph on the helm itself. You will have to pose it manually, however.

The hair and beard both have a chain rig, so you can pose it, and make it blow about
with the outfit. Its not as long as the females braid, however, so it may not always

show. The poses in the outfit's set also account for the hair (if you own everything)
Posing a chain rig is quite easy, however. For the best results, you will want to select

the entire chain on the braid, and use bend/side-side/rotate on all of them in one fell
swoop. Thereafter, you can pose individual joints.

There are some style morphs that will also help you change how the hair and beard
looks. These range from elongating both, thickening them, as well as controlling

how thick or thin the shaved bits are and more. You will find a fibermesh thickening
morph on the hair, beard and brows.

Please note: these are done partially with fibermesh. As such, they are VERY high poly. 



Materials:
in the hair material folder, there are 40 colors for the hair, beard and brows. It
also has h.mats in a folder, which will load a whole set across all three items. 20
of these colors are solid, the other 20 are striped. And these are very different

between the two. The striped ones are a bit more punk in feel, while the solid
colors are the same color across the board.

In addition to hair colors, the decorations built into the hair also have
materials... from 6 glowing eye colors for the skulls, to metals and bone options
for the rest. These are located in the hair and beard folders, after the hair mats.

Hair Settings: These, located in the hair/beard folder with the color options, will
change how the hair looks in different ways, without changing the hair color
itself. There is a soft and strong bump (which will make the hair look softer, or

more noisy/bumpy) as well as thin and thicker strands (which will variegate how
sparse the strands look) By default, the hair has thin strands, with strong bump.
You must apply these after loading a hair material. You can also make the beard

more or less coarse.

The shaved head has trans options that will carve a design into the side of the
fibermesh, with an optional off mat as well. There are 5 of these designs: Greek key,
tri key, Tribal, Swirls and celtic knot. In addition, the striped versions of the hair

give the fade on the shaved part a bit of a punky appeal, with a different color
entirely.

While the hair and beard feature old school strips of poly, they are integrated
with fibermesh as well, to create the shaved look. fibermesh is controlled on the

iray surface (making it very easy to alter coloring) 

Last but not least, there are utility mats for the hair only included, 
which will turn off certain parts:

Hair – Braids small off
hair – braid spikes off

hair – fiber front hairline off
hair – skulls off

hair – skull eyes off
hair – skull spikes off

hair – tie spikes off

Poses:
in the outfit's set, there are poses which will pose the hair in this set 

(should you buy it as well) so that everything poses together seamlessly.

There are also two poses included with the hair, which will pose it to the left and right
shoulder, like its draped over them. You will find these in the dials on the parameter

palette under the movement group. They will not show in the shaping tab, as they are pose
controls. Please note, these do not work in all situations, and adjustments may be

necessary. (they are done to a naked default genesis male 8, so adding character morphs
or clothing will change how it works) They will also not work with the pauldrons, due

to the size of the pauldrons. These are just novelty poses I made for doing promos, and
decided to include. You can find these as dials under movement morphs.

In addition, there are a series of Easy Pose styled poses also included as dials (in the same
group as the Left and right shoulder poses, under “easy Pose”) These will bend the entire

chain in different ways, both positively and negatively, and you can use multiples at once,
to get nice movement from them.



:: Add ons ::
Be sure to check out death strike outfit for genesis 8 male,

which was designed to work with this hair. 

And you can also check out the female version of death strike, 
which has its own effeminate outfit and hair and will work beautifully with the male set.

  :: other notes & requirements ::
this set includes templates for every model in it, 

should you wish to make your own textures and add-ons.
they are color coded for easier use.

texture resolutions:

Hair and beard Textures are 4000 x 4000 

:: quick reference troubleshooting :

• No known issues.

For  further details on using the set, please see each section in this pdf. 

you can contact me directly by email : ignisserpentus@damageinc3d.net
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